BRITISH SR. CROWN PROSECUTOR ARVINDER SAMBEI CONSPIRES WITH MUELLER ON THE TRUMP COUP D’ETAT

Sambei and Mueller have left a path of destruction (U.S. Embassy bombings, 9/11, Trump-Russia Hoax)

Sambei’s partner Martin Polaine was disbarred for fabricating warrant evidence in the Cayman Islands

Sambei used different names for every false flag project with FBI Mueller
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Fig. 1—Arvinder K. Sambei, also uses the names Arvinda K. Sambir and Arvinder K. Sambi. As founding director of the London Centre of International Law Practice (LCILP), Sambir, who was his boss where he had just come to work, directed George Papadopoulos to travel to Rome to meet
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British-American intelligence agent Joseph Mifsud. During this trip Mifsud volunteered to supply Papadopoulos with thousands of Hillary Clinton emails which they wanted Papadopoulos to in turn offer to the Trump campaign as a part of their effort to frame Papadopoulos in the Trump-Russia Hoax.


(Bookmark: #arvinder-sambei-robert-mueller | https://tinyurl.com/y2wp7hj3)


(Bookmark: #clinton-communism | https://tinyurl.com/yym2aa2q)

Fig. 3—Gabriel, McKibben. (Jun. 04, 2019). Will they go to prison for racketeering. American Intelligence Media, Americans for Innovation. https://youtu.be/156h4LeqCNs (Raw *.mp4 video file).

(MAY 17, 2019)—Arvinder Sambei’s 25+ year former employer, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), rudely refused to provide any background information whatsoever about their star prosecutor.
Therefore, researchers were left to piece together this exposé without their help.

Sambei was born in 1961 to civil engineer father Sohar Singh Sambei. The mother, birthplace, primary schools, academic and other achievements are all unknown. For an ambiguous-gender New World Order polygamist, his/her resume is suspiciously sketchy. See Sambei/Sambir/Sambi Biography.

* learned from a Companies House director disclosure.
** learned from his/her 1st marriage certificate.
*** two marriage certificates under two name variants, no divorces; the definition of polygamy (having more than one wife or husband at the same time)

When researchers in the UK reached out to the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) for publicly available information on Sambei—who had been one of their
star prosecutors for 25+ years—the CPS official hung up the phone without response.

**SAMBEI VAGARIES**

Arvinder Sambei’s gender is ambiguous. While he-she dresses as a woman, we are told that “Arvinder” is generally a male name from the Punjab region of northwest India. Since the Crown Prosecution Services (CPS) flatly refused to provide his-her background, the public is left to speculate. If any reader has additional data here, please provide it and we will update this post.

**TRANSGENDERISM AMONG CPS PROSECUTORS MUST BE DISCLOSED**

Perhaps normally, Sambei’s possible trans-genderism would not be an issue. But in Sambei’s case, as a public figure who has advised, and currently advises, hundreds of governments and public bodies according to her own lists, her gender bias may have influenced public policy unethically, around the world, especially when one observes the evident obsession at CPS on LGBTQ policy. See Homophobic, Biphobic and Transphobic Hate Crime. See also CPS Legal Guidance.

**UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014**

**FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL COMPROMISE**

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. **HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS**
   - Patent Office filings are shunted out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.

2. **WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into supporting Obamacare by his ethical compromises in Leader v. Facebook?**

3. **JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys.**

4. **JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS substantial Facebook financial interests.**

5. **JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to disclose his Facebook financial interests and his reliance on Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his appointment.**

**BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS OF CORRUPTION**

Click to enlarge

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK POOLS"

**STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT**

We see. We “like.” We steal. STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT. www.fbcoverup.com

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook’s Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under Mao's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's...
Fig. 5—Microsoft and Arvinder Sambei/CPS are fellow globalists. On Nov. 26, 2001 (one month after 9/11), the Crown Prosecution Services (CPS) announced they had engaged globalists Microsoft and Global Crossing 18 months earlier (ca. Mar. 2000 during Bill Clinton’s presidency) to “modernize I.T., electronic communication systems and the office environment for 5,300 operational staff across 100 UK sites. The project, called Connect 42, was rolled out to the CPS’ 42 Areas across England and Wales... Global Crossing was selected to supply the side area network (WAN).” Photo: Microsoft Reporter. (Jul. 10, 2018). Microsoft at Pride in London 2018: in pictures. Microsoft News.

THE BRITISH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INSTITUTE HOAX

On Mar. 31, 2005, p. 6, list, Microsoft was also a member of the British Intellectual Property Institute along with Wilmer Hale LLP, p. 5, last para. (Robert S. Mueller’s law firm) and Baker McKenzie LLP to whom Arvinder Sambei consults currently. IBM (IBM Eclipse Foundation) joined in Mar. 31, 2006, as did British American Tobacco (BAT). The control over the British and American patent offices by the Privy Council (SERCO) in conspiracy with the Senior Executive Services (SES) and Crown Agents USA is evident. (Sir) Geoffrey E. Pattie, keeper of the Queen’s Golden Shares, formed the The Common Law Institute of Intellectual Property Limited Co. No. 01557489 on Mar. 28, 1981 as the excuse for the Privy Council to take control of British, then American inventions slated for weaponization.

Also on the British IP Institute board is Silicon Valley venture capitalists Esther Dyson, who is a member of the notorious Highland Group within the DoOffice of Net Assessment ruled for 40 years by war mongers James P. Chandler, III and Andrew W. Marshall. These thieves steal every invention they want for their globalist clique, then use justice systems to protect them from consequences. In this environment of abject larceny, Arvinder Sambei was king, or queen.

ANY DISAGREEMENT WITH A GLOBALIST IS BECOMING A HOMOPHOBIC HATE CRIME IN THE UK

Sagacity observes: “To a hammer, the whole world is a nail.” In Sambei’s world, anyone who disagrees with

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES Inventor Protection Act (Proposed)

America needs to practice what it preaches. We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law; when we permit the investors in Ohio-based innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking... —a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely. —a technology owned by the Facebook Cabal who recruited this federal court and Patent Office into their club of corruption.

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster. America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such permissiveness is obscene.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads. George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition, Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08-cv-862-JJF-
her and her fellow trannies appears a target for prosecution and silencing.

It appears likely that LGBTQ bias inside CPS is pushing **hate as a new form of social terrorism**, and an interminable excuse to indict political opponents of globalism on behalf of the Queen's Privy Council.

According to UK public records, Sambei has **two husbands**, it appears: Charanjit S. Bhachu (m. 1989 as Arvinder Sambei) and Tushar L.B. Shah (m. 1995 as Arvinder Sambi). By 1998, Sambei is referred to as “Miss,” even though no records of his-her divorce from either Bhachu or Shah can be found.

**Polygamy** is illegal in the U.K., sort of. Note that on Nov. 22, 2018 the UK Parliament was stonewalled by the Office of National Statistics on the number of polygamous marriages in the UK. The Office eventually admitted in a 20-page glossy color propaganda brochure picturing a man and woman holding hands viewing a sunset that no records of polygamous marriages in the UK are kept. **Why didn't the brochure show two or three husbands, or multiple wives?**

**UK Parliament Polygamy Propaganda (2018):**

![UK Polygamy Propaganda]

*Fig. 6—UK Polygamy Propaganda* distributed to the UK Parliament on Nov. 22, 2018

Amazing! Why didn't the UK brochure show two or three husbands, or multiple wives? See **Arvinder Sambei**

---

2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)
3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook
4. Backgrounder
5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
6. Instagram-scam
7. USPTO-reexam Sham
8. Zynga-gate
9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP Insider Trading
10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover-up
12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption
13. Prominent Americans Speak Out
14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
16. S. Ct. for Schemers or Inventors?
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?
18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Ct.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch - "Oh what webs we weave, when first we practice to deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

---

**GIBSON DUNN LLP** exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook's Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. **Click here** to read her article "Everybody hates whistleblowers.”
THE GROOMING OF ARVINDER SAMBEI BY THE CROWN (+C.I.A. + FBI)

After obtaining a law degree from the University of Kent, then a masters in law from the London School of Economics (LSE), Sambei was called to the Bar almost immediately (Jul. 1985).

Sambei then received a certificate in U.S. Constitutional Law from Yale (ca. 1988). The University of Kent is not a school for self-styled elitists, but Yale and LSE are, and as Brits just told us is well known, "LSE is the birthplace of British communists."

Sambei was evidently being groomed to coordinate with American lawyers to create a two-tiered class structure of: (1-the controllers) self-styled corporate elitists (the definition of fascism; disciples of Cecil Rhodes' 200-year Plan), and (2-the controlled) the masses managed by socialism and dependent on the state for every need from healthcare and education to employment and income.

Eugenics death panels would become policy again in Sambei's dreams, just like they were under Hitler and Stalin—their past failed experiments in which many tens of millions of souls perished in their power mongering.
Hindsight proves Sambei’s agenda. Once Bill Clinton assumed the Presidency in 1993, Sambei collaborated with the FBI, C.I.A., DoJ, Mi-5, Mi-6, GCHQ, NSA, Five Eyes (CA, UK, US, NZ, AU), Robert Mueller and James Comey on numerous false flag events to cajole the world population into giving up their liberties.

SAMBEI HAD NO EXPERIENCE BEFORE BECOMING SENIOR CROWN PROSECUTOR

By Mar. 07, 1995, we found evidence that Sambei was employed by the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). In this *Newcastle Journal (UK)* article she identified herself as “Arvinder Sambei,” like she does today.

His-her employment between 1988-1995 remains a mystery. And since the CPS refused to provide his-her resume, the reasonable speculation is that he-she worked for CPS during this time.

Evidently, without any professional experience, Sambei was recruited to follow the orders of the Queen’s Privy Council and its entrenched globalists, including George Soros’ confidante Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, Baron Jacob Rothschild, the Cecil Rhodes’ Trust, the Bank of England, and their chief technologist Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie, former chairman of Marconi, founder of SERCO and keeper of the Queen’s Golden Shares.

Fig. 8—Lord Mark Malloch-Brown

**EDITORIALS**

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook’s case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

**OUR MISSION**

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
Note that former FBI Director James B. Comey was appointed a director at London-based HSBC on Jan. 30, 2013 and served until he was sworn in as FBI director nine months later on Sep. 04, 2013. Curiously, Obama had first nominated Comey in May 2013.

London-based HSBC is the second largest bank in the world and has been a major Clinton Foundation donor. Like Sambei, Comey too appears likely to have gone to the UK to receive his Privy Council marching orders before being appointed FBI director by Barack Obama. Also, Obama's role appears central in this treasonous plot.

Judging from the company Sambei keeps today, he-she continues to do the bidding of her Privy Council New World Order handlers.

Sambei has a laundry list of globalist organizations to whom she consults. The list is too long to summarize here, but is detailed in the

courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness,

. . . our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney 'dark arts,' destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to support their on-sale bar verdict, but the judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated from there, replete with two of the three judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel, Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did not disclose to the litigants, and later tried to excuse through a quick motion slipped in at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook's appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW!

READERS!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well).

Sambei is also a principal in the Public International Law Advisory Group (PILAG), Amicus Legal Consultants Limited and the London Center of International Law Practice (LCILP). Sambei lured the young and inexperienced George Papadopoulos to LCILP, then ordered him to Rome to meet Joseph Mifsud where the Trump-Russia Hoax took flight.

Sambei’s lists of notables is evidently intended to virtue signal her alignment with the New World Order globalist community.

ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT — THE PERFECT NEST FOR BETAS (FOLLOWERS NOT FREE THINKERS) ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT

Another thing is clear from all of Sambei’s virtue signaling. He-she is a globalist dedicated to Cecil Rhodes’ 200-year Plan for a One World Government.
Indeed, since the Rhodes Scholarship’s inception in 1902, it has been overseen as a socialist recruiting ground for the Privy Council. These actors all appear to be Betas (followers) who are incapable of free thought, and they only gain a sense of purpose in the hive mind. For them, a one world government is the perfect nest.

In their minds, if you resist this existence, you must have a mental health problem. This is why they are so dangerous to liberty. There is no other reality besides their opinion. The Soviets (Lenin globalists) financed by George Perkins, J.P. Morgan, John Ryan, John D. Rockefeller, Jacob Schiff, Rothschilds and Andrew Carnegie) were notorious for locking up their dissidents in mental hospitals for the crime of thinking differently than the Communist Party.

SOUTH BEND MAYOR PETE BUTTIGIEG HAS BEEN GROOMED LIKE SAMBEI AS A CECIL RHODES PRIVY COUNCIL DISCIPLE

Note that the openly gay mayor of South Bend, IN, Pete Buttigieg,* was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University where Bill Clinton was groomed. Buttigieg has been groomed in all the globalist left New World Order watering holes, including Jesuit training,** Oxford, Harvard, McKinsey,***

Fig. 11—Peter Paul Montgomery “Pete” Buttigieg, Jesuit, Harvard, Oxford Rhodes Scholarship, Facebook McKinsey associate, DoD Office of Net Assessment, SPAWAR, SERCO... oh, and current mayor of South Bend, IN, home of Notre Dame University.
SAMBEI HAS CHANGED HIS-HER NAME FOR EVERY FALSE FLAG WITH MUELLER / FBI

With this background, we will now focus in on Sambei’s very public collaborations over the years with the FBI, DoJ, James B. Comey, Robert S. Mueller, III and the U.S. Goverment.

Sambei has conspicuously used a different name for each of his-her false flag collaborations with Robert Mueller and the FBI.

1. U.S. EMBASSY BOMBINGS IN TANZANIA & KENYA

On Jul. 12, 1999, Arvinder Sambi announced—in a simultaneous press release that circled that planet with no evident independent verification by the editors—the capture of suspects in the U.S. Embassy bombings in Tanzania and Kenya. The made-for-TV Hallmark Cards to the evidence. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks.

Judge Moore failed to follow the long-held precedent for testing on-sale bar evidence in Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an evident and intentional omission coming from a former patent law professor. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Moore created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, member of the three-judge panel in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Wallach is not a patent attorney. This begs the question as to why a judge with no knowledge of patent law was assigned to the case. Would anyone ask a dentist to perform brain surgery? The Federal Circuit was specially formed to appoint patent-knowledgeable judges to patent cases. There is no evidence so far in the judicial disclosures that Judge Wallach holds stock in Facebook, although when he was asked on a motion to disclose potential Facebook

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2019/05/british-sr-crown-prosecutor-arvinder.html
Arabic names of the alleged plotters were enough to throw off most people from further inquiry: Ibrahim Hussein Abdel Hadi Eidarous, 42, and Mr Adel Abdel-Meguid AbdelBary, 39.

These made-for-TV bombings—in two former British colonies—introduced the Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda bogeyman to the American public for the first time.

In news that seems almost comical today following the fabricated Steele “pee-pee” dossier, Sambi and Mueller presented faked fingerprint fax evidence to support the FBI indictments.

Seriously, Sambei brazenly claimed that both men who allegedly used military-grade bombs in Africa, came to the UK and stupidly sent faxes from two different places in London claiming responsibility for the bombings in Africa, and they supposedly left their fingerprints on the originals of the faxes without destroying them.

This is not even good fiction.

In addition, hindsight brings serious doubt about the origin of the Embassy bombs used. They were reminiscent of the Oklahoma City bombings where we now know the FBI used military-grade thermite...
explosives, then carted off FBI files stored there regarding the Waco and Ruby Ridge investigations.

In the Oklahoma bombing, an Oklahoma policeman, Terrance Yeakey, disappeared suspiciously after being one of the first officers on the scene of the carnage. He would most certainly have witnessed the FBI carrying off their Ruby Ridge and Waco investigation files. The net effect of these bombings was to frighten the public into giving away civil liberties in exchange for empty globalist promises of greater safety.

The only safety we need is safety from un-elected Deep State shadow government gamesmanship of the public trust.

Bookmark: #mueller-sambir-911 | https://tinyurl.com/y2elsyu9

CPS Name #2: Arvinda Sambir

2. 9/11... IN SEARCH OF THE HIJACKERS—A FICTION

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the (mis)conduct of his Judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to manage his court resulting in a likely situation where his judges never even received briefs that they allegedly ruled on in favor of Facebook. Judge Rader also failed to disclose his conflicting relationships with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader’s undisclosed conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook. Judge Rader also did not stop his judges from creating new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of chambers—after they had debunked all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, which is a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Updated May 22, 2015

Click here to view a Federal Circuit Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of Interest Map.

See “Cover-up In Process At The Federal Circuit?” Donna Kline Now!
Fig. 13—9/11. Engineers agree that the destruction of the World Trade Center towers did not occur due to airplanes crashing into their sides. They were much stronger than that. Jet fuel fires do not burn hot enough to pulverize steel. High energy weapons-grade thermite charges do. Such shocking images of planes flying low and hitting buildings was clearly made-for-TV propaganda. Building 7’s collapse neatly into its own footprint, despite not even being hit, is prima facie evidence of a controlled demolition. Building 7 contained FBI files. So did the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. These cover-ups must be uncovered for all the world to see and understand. Mueller, Comey and Sambei were lurking behind both of these events.

On Sep. 28, 2001, Sambei, under the pseudonym Arvinda Sambir, was widely quoted in another simultaneous FBI news release that circled the planet. These releases were exact clones. They showed no signs of independent investigation.

Sambir spoke to The Guardian on Sep. 29, 2001:

Prosecutor Arvinda Sambir gave a list of devastating charges which put him [the framed Lofti Raissi] at the heart of the terror plot. She claimed he was the lead instructor for four of the hijackers, including the man who seized the controls of American Airlines Flight 77 from Washington to Los Angeles and skillfully steered it into the Pentagon.

SAMBEI & MUELLER LIED TO THE WORLD
AFTER 9/11—WHY ARE THEY NOT IN PRISON?

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2019/05/british-sr-crown-prosecutor-arvinder.html
Sambei/Sambir and Mueller announced with great fanfare to the whole world their indictment of Lofti Raissi on allegedly hard evidence that he trained the four pilots who allegedly crashed planes on 9/11. Hindsight shows that Sambei/Sambir and Mueller lied bombastically when then stated "that Raissi "was a lead instructor of four of the pilots that were responsible for the hijackings." Raissi was totally innocent.

Seven years later, on Feb. 04, 2008, Lofti Raissi was exonerated on all charges. The judge said Sambei and Mueller had failed to produce any evidence to justify indicting Raissi. In short, the Mueller-Sambei/Sambir 9/11 indictment was a cruel HOAX.

In the Feb. 14, 2008 Lofti Raissi 9/11 findings of Lady Justice Janet Smith DBE (led the Jimmy Savile Inquiry in 2012) and Lord Justice Hooper (invited to the Privy Council in 2004), Sambei/Sambir and Mueller should have gone directly to prison after this revelation:

"[T]he CPS lawyer, Ms. Arvinda Sambir [aka Arvinder Sambei], went further outside court [in the press] and said that Raissi's job was to ensure that the pilots were capable and trained. Again, she had no evidence to support this statement."

Note: In her 700-page report commissioned by the BBC (Oct. 11, 2012), Dame Janet Smith found, a year after he died, that Sir Jimmy Savile (knighted in 1990) had sexually abused 72 children, young people or teenagers and raped eight others, including an eight-year old, at "virtually every one of the BBC premises at which he worked" between 1964-2007. This doesn't even begin to address his known abuses in the hospitals he donated to.

In short Sambei’s Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), Arvinder Sambei and Alison Saunders did nothing to prosecute the Sir Jimmy Savile monster, but
they, along with FBI Mueller, swiftly framed an innocent Lofti Raissi for the 9/11 Hoax.
("Detectives have allegedly investigated . . . , but the Crown Prosecution says there is not enough evidence to press charges." (CambridgeshireLive, Oct. 31, 2018). This is heinous CPS whitewashing of one of the worst paedophiles to walk on this planet.

FBI Mueller and CPS Sambir lied to get a quick 9/11 indictment and global publicity.


The net effect of the Sambei/Sambir and Mueller frame up of Raissi was to blame Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda for the 9/11 attack, just like they had blamed them for the U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania two years earlier.

Subsequent evidence proves that 9/11 was a false flag attack orchestrated by the FBI, C.I.A., Senior Executive Services (SES) and the Queen’s Privy Council, to cajole the U.S. Congress into approving sweeping changes that dramatically weakened the Bill of Rights and declared the average American a potential war actor until proven otherwise.


The net effect of the Sambei/Sambir and Mueller frame up of Raissi was to blame Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda for the 9/11 attack, just like they had blamed them for the U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania two years earlier.

Subsequent evidence proves that 9/11 was a false flag attack orchestrated by the FBI, C.I.A., Senior Executive Services (SES) and the Queen’s Privy Council, to cajole the U.S. Congress into approving sweeping changes that dramatically weakened the Bill of Rights and declared the average American a potential war actor until proven otherwise.
This 9/11 event ushered in the already-drafted Patriot Act that used legal trickery to legalize previously illegal surveillance of American citizens. So said FBI director candidate Theodore L. Gunderson.

**OUR CONCLUSION: TERROR IS FAKE**

The evidence is now clear. New World Order globalists around the world, including those in the FBI, C.I.A., State Department and Department of Defense, conspired with the British Privy Council to create terrorism as a boogeyman enemy to enrich themselves and consolidate power.


**TERROR IS GLOBALISM'S PATH TO PERMANENT POWER**

These events have driven our world to the brink of a new totalitarianism driven by globalist far left international corporatists who promote fascist capitalism for themselves and socialism for the masses—as a permanent means of control.

Bookmark: #mueller-sambei-trump-russia-hoax  |  https://tinyurl.com/y2elsyu9
3. THE TRUMP–RUSSIA HOAX & ATTEMPTED COUP D’ÉTAT OF THE PRESIDENT

Now comes the first target of the Trump–Russia Hoax, George Papadopoulos, who on Apr. 03, 2019, identified Sambei as a primary actor in the hoax. See also Deep State Target (2019).

Papadopoulos stated:

“I was introduced to him [Professor Joseph Mifsud, LINK Campus, Rome] by an FBI intermediary named Arvinder Sambei, who was actually working as the FBI's counsel in the UK and had a personal and professional relationship with Bob Mueller dating back to 9/11.”

This evidence places Sambei in the middle of a third Mueller scandal involving fabricated evidence to cook up a grand jury indictment. See previous post Mueller Rigged Grand Juries For Decades.

USING JUSTICE SYSTEMS TO PURSUE POWER = THE WORST KIND OF BETRAYAL OF THE PUBLIC TRUST
Each item of fabricated evidence is a criminal offense.

For Sambei it is proof of espionage.

For Mueller it is treason and sedition.

The evidence presented in this post alone is enough indictable evidence to prove that Sambei committed espionage in her unauthorized involvement with Mueller. It also proves that Mueller has been involved in massive treason and sedition against We The People, aided by Sambei and the British Privy Council and government.

No doubt, both Mueller and Sambei will argue that they were engaged with each other under the protection of various law enforcement information sharing agreements from Mar. 5, 1946, an agreement they declassified on Apr. 08, 2010 just in time to protect Facebook from jury and court manipulation of an on-sale bar verdict which was attained without a single piece of hard evidence; Barack and Michelle Obama were evidently protecting their 47 million "likes" on Facebook.

Fig. 16—Robert S. Mueller, III has committed numerous counts of treason and sedition in his conspiracies with British Senior Crown Prosecutor Arvinder K. Sambei, in our opinion.

However, such spy agreements cannot sanction criminal acts. If that is their claim, then the sanctions themselves are criminal.

**A COUP D’ÉTAT OF AN AMERICAN PRESIDENT IS NOT IN THE SAMBEI (UK)–MUELLER (U.S.)**
JOB DESCRIPTIONS WE ENTRUSTED TO THEM

Such agreements cannot be the smokescreen for acts of sedition to attempt a coup d’état against America’s duly elected President Donald J. Trump.

The utterly shameful aspect of this information is that both Sambei and Mueller were entrusted by the citizens of the UK and U.S. with enforcing our laws as licensed attorneys, judges and law enforcement officers, not subverting them for their private political agendas.

We believe that both Sambei and Mueller belong in prison for the horrendous things they have done.

Fig. 17—Parody on the British WWII Motivational Poster: “Keep Calm and Carry On” which was a motivational poster produced by the British government in 1939 in preparation for World War II. The poster was intended to raise the morale of the British public, threatened with widely predicted mass air attacks on major cities. Sadly, the British Privy Council have turned their war mongering on the American people.
Click ‘N comments:’ on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to afi@leader.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

NEWS UPDATE! APR. 25, 2019
Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump today. It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government’s 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Leader’s patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment that steals and weaponizes inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of its fascist insider military-industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.
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During the course of this year, Sambei and Mueller should be in prison by the end of this year. It is hard to believe the amount of devastation and corruption caused by one person, Sambei.

Email comment by LP:

During the course of this year, Sambei and Mueller should be in prison by the end of this year. It is hard to believe the amount of devastation and corruption caused by one person, Sambei.

Reply

Email comment by JW:

Tom Fitton. (May 17, 2019). NEW Smoking Gun Bruce Ohr Email on Targeting Trump, Andrew Weissmann’s Key Role for Hiring Mueller Probe Staff, & More! Judicial Watch. Full story [VIDEO]: https://www.judicialwatch.org/video-update/tom-fittons-video-weekly-update-may-17-2019/
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Email comment by K. Craine:

Tom Fitzton. (May 17, 2019). NEW Smoking Gun Bruce Ohr Email on Targeting Trump, Andrew Weissmann’s Key Role for Hiring Mueller Probe Staff, & More! Judicial Watch. Full story [VIDEO]: https://www.judicialwatch.org/video-update/tom-fittons-video-weekly-update-may-17-2019/
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K. Craine  May 18, 2019 at 10:42 AM
Email comment by TG:

CITIZENS RELEASE TREASON REPORT
Over 20 years of data collection with two powerful citizen intelligence groups - Americans for Innovation and American Intelligence Media - release this report to Attorney General A. G Barr and President Donald Trump.

We need your help, patriots. Please email a PDF copy of this extensive report to places listed below. You don’t even need to leave your armchair to get this done – our patriot team did the research. We need YOU to give it some fuel.

Full story:
https://aim4truth.org/2019/05/15/cat-report-30/

Reply

K. Craine  May 18, 2019 at 10:43 AM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/yxsvvznj

Spread the truth.

Reply

K. Craine  May 18, 2019 at 10:45 AM
Email comment by BR:

TRUMP DECLARES NATIONAL EMERGENCY FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

PRESIDENT TRUMP DECLARES NATIONAL EMERGENCY FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

CALL TO ACTION

INFORMATION WARRIORS TO YOUR KEYBOARDS

SENATE EXAMINES 5G SECURITY CONCERNS

Full stories:
https://aim4truth.org/2019/05/15/cat-report-30/

Reply

K. Craine  May 18, 2019 at 10:46 AM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y37sz73a

Spread the truth.
Americans for Innovation: BRITISH SR. CROWN PROSECUTOR ARVINDER SAMBEI CONSPIRES WITH MUELLER ON THE TRUMP ...
Americans for Innovation: BRITISH SR. CROWN PROSECUTOR ARVINDER SAMBEI CONSPIRES WITH MUELLER ON THE TRUMP ...
Email comment by GHI/Anon:


Intelligence IG Details 'Hundreds' of Classified Emails and Suggests Entire 'Collection' Could Be Classified

(Washington, DC) - Judicial Watch announced today that it uncovered 422 pages of FBI documents showing evidence of “cover-up” discussions related to the Clinton email system within Platte River Networks, one of the vendors who managed the Clinton email system. The documents also show Intelligence Community Inspector General (ICIG) Charles McCullough forwarding “concerns” about classified information in former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s emails.

The new documents uncovered by Judicial Watch also contain Clinton’s 2009 classified information Non-Disclosure Agreement bearing her signature.

An October 2016 Judicial Watch Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit (Judicial Watch v. U.S. Department of Justice (No. 1:16-cv-02046)) forced the release of the new FBI documents. Judicial Watch lawsuit filed after the Justice Department failed to comply with a July 7, 2016, FOIA request seeking:

- Full story:

[Previous comment: K. Craine May 19, 2019 at 3:57 AM]

Email comment by TG:

ANONYMOUS PATRIOTS MAY 19, 2019

PATRIOTS AROUND THE WORLD ARE DEFEATING GLOBALISM
Salute-Decal-Black_grande

Patriots are defeating the tyranny of globalism around the world. You do not need to speak Italian to see what is happening with Matteo Salvini and the LEGA party in Italy. Notice Marine Le Pen standing next to him in the opening frames.

Many thanks to Italy for outing their corrupt intelligence agents connected to John Brennan and the overthrow of Donald Trump. Getting rid of Hillary Clinton, Arvinder Sambei, and Richard Dearlove is a worldwide effort. What has your country done to help rid the world of globalism?

Full stories:
- https://aim4truth.org/2019/05/19/cat-report-39/

[Previous comment: K. Craine May 20, 2019 at 10:05 AM]

Research Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google search at the top of this webpage. That will show you any relevant links within the sites that we have been following and investigating in the Leader v. Facebook case. Vigilance everyone! Our American Republic is at risk.

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD COMPLAINT AGAINST A UNIVERSITY

The following universities were announced as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph A. Steinmetz’s corrupt MOOC education initiative named “University Innovation Alliance” (UIA). We have identified the instructions and online forms you need to file a complaint with the participants. MOOC stands for “Massive Open Online Course.”

You should complain about:

1. the intellectual property theft of social networking source code from Leader Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the software engine running the UIA;
2. the corruption at Ohio State University and OSU’s collusion with Battelle Memorial Institute which helped steal the software being used by UIA; and
3. the mistreatment of OSU Marching Band Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated Title IX charges that were used to pave the way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.

Universities pride themselves on protection of intellectual property.

Therefore, these universities cannot participate in this abuse of inventor copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If these universities participate knowingly with Ohio State in its theft of intellectual property, then they are aiding and abetting the theft of intellectual property on a “massive” scale… Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse Foundation.

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2019/05/british-sr-crown-prosecutor-arvinder.html
Americans for Innovation: BRITISH SR. CROWN PROSECUTOR ARVINDER SAMBEI CONSPIRES WITH MUELLER ON THE TRUMP ...

Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y2vpgl55

K. Craine  May 20, 2019 at 1:25 PM
Email comment by BR:


Did you watch the Trump interview with Steve Hilton of Fox News? Who at Fox thought it was a good idea to have a BRIT at this time in American history interview the president?

Just check Steve Hilton's Deep-State - UK resume.

The resumes always tell us what 'team' these folks are on, patriots. Hilton is a globalist who works at the propaganda channel Fox News. He is a globalist propagandist. Comes straight from the UK government into Stanford University’s Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (CIA spy school). Hilton was former director of strategy for David Cameron.

Full story:
https://truthbits.blog/2019/05/20/globalist-propagandist-interviews-trump/

K. Craine  May 20, 2019 at 1:26 PM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y6o3hp

K. Craine  May 20, 2019 at 1:28 PM
Email comment by DK:


Biden Corruption W/ China, Ukraine, Cocaine But Truck Drivers Face Jail Over Hemp: Former VP Biden’s son B former Sec Def Kerry’s son get $2 BILLION from a Chinese bank to start a biometric surveillance company, then Hunter Biden leaves behind a cocaine pipe in his rental car w all his VIP IDs and there was no prosecution.

Meanwhile, 2 truck drivers are looking at years in jail for transporting LEGAL hemp.

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://tinyurl.com/y4hfeaa9

K. Craine  May 20, 2019 at 1:29 PM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y2vpgl55

Spread the truth.
Alana Goodman. (May 20, 2019). Top Democrat’s wife may have gained ‘illegal private benefit’ from his committee activities. The Washington Examiner.

A charity run by the wife of Rep. Elijah Cummings received millions from special interest groups and corporations that had business before her husband’s committee and could have been used illegally, according to an IRS complaint filed by an ethics watchdog group.

Cummings, 68, a Maryland Democrat, is chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. His wife, Maya Rockeymoore, 48, is the chairman of the Maryland Democratic Party and briefly ran in the state’s gubernatorial race last year. The couple married in 2008. Cummings was once heavily in debt — in part due to hefty child support payments to his first wife and two other women he had children with — but his financial situation has improved considerably over the past decade.

Rockeymoore runs two entities, a nonprofit group called the Center for Global Policy Solutions and a for-profit consulting firm called Global Policy Solutions, LLC, whose operations appear to have overlapped, according to the IRS complaint filed by watchdog group the National Legal and Policy Center on Monday. The complaint states that the arrangement may have been used to derive “illegal private benefit.”

Full story:
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/top-democrat-elijah-cummings-wife-may-have-gained-illegal-private-benefit-from-his-committee-activities

SEN. RICHARD BLUMENTHAL IS A GROWNED GLOBALIST

Note that Blumenthal attended three grooming schools for the Cecil Rhodes self-styled elitists: Harvard, Cambridge and Yale.

From Twitter:

At 32, Richard Blumenthal stated dating a 16-year old girl, he got 5 deferments to stay out of Vietnam... then claimed he was a combat veteran. New worth in 2016 - $62 million, in 2017 - $70 million. Up to $8 million in one year on a $174,000 salary. In 2015 he received a $31,475 tax refund. He demands to see PRESIDENT Trump's taxes?

We The People demand to see Senator Richard Blumenthal's (D-CT) tax returns also.

SEN. RICHARD BLUMENTHAL (D-CT) MUST PROVIDE HIS PERSONAL TAX RETURNS IMMEDIATELY

What we already know shows that he is a New World Order shadow government traitor

His personal attorney is Marc Elias of Perkins Coie LLP who hired FusionGPS to create the “pee-pee” dossier

His investments are super human showing total insider knowledge of the NOW global banking and corporate conspiracy to take down sovereign governments, incl. the United States

Blumenthal is heavily invested in IBM’s Internet of Things 5G roll out, Buzzfeed, Business Insider, etc.

Senator Richard Blumenthal, (D-Ct)—is most definitely aligned with traitorous shadow government New World Order promoters

Note 1: Only the most corrupt of the New World Order shadow government officialsdom have this level of financial holdings. Blumenthals is five (5) times more voluminous (203 pgs.) as Robert S. Mueller, Ill’s (40 pgs.)

Note 2: Blumenthal attended three NWO grooming schools for the Cecil Rhodes self-styled elitists: Harvard, Cambridge and Yale. While at Yale, he was a classmate of Bill Clinton and Hillary Clinton. Blumenthal’s brother is President of the Commonwealth Fund whose directors include Michael Drake, the current president of Ohio State, originally from Silicon Valley and currently promoting M.O.O.C., the university equivalent of Common Core that is pushing university curricula socialist-communist at an alarming pace.

Note 3: His attorney is the corrupt Marc E. Elias of Perkins Coie LLP who provided the funds for Hillary and the DNC to Fusion GPS for the Steele “pee-pee” dossier.


Blackrock, Charter Communications, United Technologies, Granite Telecom, General Dynamics, UBS, Yale, DISH, Deloitte, Dreamworks, DLA Piper, Harvard, Blank Rome LLP, Skadden Arps LLP, Akin Gump LLP, Goldman Sachs, Alston Bird LLP, Facebook, Silver Lake Partners…


K. Craine  May 22, 2019 at 9:43 AM
Email comment by Tom Fitton:


Also suing for Comey’s Talking Points On Clinton Email Decision

(Washington, DC) – Judicial Watch announced today it filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit against the Department of Justice seeking draft copies of FBI charts containing information on potential “statutory violations” committed by Hillary Clinton in the former secretary of State’s use of a non-secure, non-government email server to conduct government business.

Judicial Watch is also suing for draft copies of talking points prepared by the FBI for its officials to use following then-Director James Comey’s July 2016 press conference during which he recommended against Prosecuting Clinton for mishandling classified information.

Judicial Watch filed the lawsuit in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia after the DOJ failed to respond to a December 3, 2018, FOIA request (Judicial Watch v. U.S. Department of Justice (No. 1:19-cv-00800)). Judicial Watch seeks:

1. All final and draft copies of talking points prepared by the FBI for its Executive Assistant Directors (EADs) relating to the “Mid-Year Exam” investigation (“MYE Talking Points”) following the July 5, 2016 James Comey press conference in which he indicated he would not recommend prosecuting Hillary Clinton.

2. All final draft copies of a one-page version of the aforementioned MYE Talking Points created for FBI Special Agents-in-Charge (SACs).

3. All final and draft copies of charts of the “statutory violations considered during the investigation [of Hillary Clinton’s server], and the reasons for the recommendation not to prosecute.”

Full story:


K. Craine  May 22, 2019 at 9:44 AM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y535fdbl

Spread the truth.

Full story:


K. Craine  May 22, 2019 at 9:48 AM
Email comment by DL:

It's a wonder humans were able to survive for millennia before lifesaving abortions were invented!

NYT: 'Pregnancy Kills. Abortion Saves Lives.'

Up is down and down is up.

New York Times Opinion

Pregnancy is dangerous; abortion can be lifesaving, writes Dr. Warren Hern, a provider of late abortion services in Colorado. https://nyti.ms/2VQw5Ru

148
11:45 AM - May 21, 2019
Dr. Whitney Goldsberry, center, who practices gynecologic oncology, protesting with a group of medical professional in downtown Birmingham, Alabama, during the the March For Reproductive Freedom there on Sunday.

Every pregnancy poses a “serious health risk” to the mother.


Pregnancy is a life-threatening condition. Women die from being pregnant. We have known that for thousands of years.

They die from hemorrhage, infection, pre-eclampsia (which can lead to fatal seizures), obstructed labor, amniotic fluid embolism, thromboembolism, a ruptured uterus, retained placenta, hydatidiform mole, choriocarcinoma and many other causes that fill the obstetrics textbooks.

Pregnancy is also racist:

Full story:

https://tinyurl.com/y4w9gmu
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K. Craine 🗣️ May 22, 2019 at 9:48 AM

Previous comment:

https://tinyurl.com/yyft4u5l

Spread the truth.

Reply

K. Craine 🗣️ May 23, 2019 at 10:07 AM

Email comment from JB:

@HeidiAlpine says she personally saw Arvinder K. Sambei meeting with James R. Clapper in a Pustertal, Italy pension (hotel) in Apr. 2016

https://twitter.com/HeidiAlpine/status/111945554179968768

Reply

K. Craine 🗣️ May 23, 2019 at 10:08 AM

We ask readers to help us identify this particular pension (small hotel) in Italy.
PART I

CORRECTION TO THE ERROR IN THE STEPHAN HALPER QUOTE BELOW!

The actual numbers are obtained from:

CONTRACTS: $1,058,161
PURCHASE ORDERS: $411,400
Total: $1,469,561


The difference in the two totals is that two Purchase Orders issued in 2017 for $411,400 (during the COVER-UP) do not appear on the GSA contracts schedule, but do show up in the GovTribe profile.

JUST DISCOVERED! Stefan Halper was part of a DoD contract with the Atlantic Council!


***END, PART I***
While the FBI merely describes Halper as an "informant”, in truth Halper is actually a counterintelligence operative. In 2016, Halper actively courted at least three Trump campaign officials, offering to pay for travel and misrepresenting himself as eager to work for Donald Trump. During the 2016 presidential campaign, Halper was a “secret source” for the FBI.

“Between 2012 and 2018, Halper received a total of $1,058,161.00 USD from the Department of Defense (DoD). Halper’s contract was funded through annual awards paid out of the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment (ONA)”.

***END, PART III***
I’ve done quite a bit of reporting about how Wikipedia is definitely not “the encyclopedia anyone can edit.” It’s become a vehicle for special interests to control information. Agenda editors are able to prevent or revert edits and sourcing on selected issues and people in order to control the narrative. 

Watch Sharyl Attkisson’s TEDx talk on Wikipedia and other Astroturf tools

My own battle with Wikipedia included being unable to correct provably false facts such as incorrect job history, incorrect birth place and incorrect birth date.

What’s worse is that agenda editors related to pharmaceutical interests and the partisan blog Media Matters control my Wikipedia biographical page, making sure that slanted or false information stays on it. For example, they falsely refer to my reporting as “anti-vaccine,” and imply my reporting on the topic has been discredited. In fact, my vaccine and medical reporting has been recognized by top national journalism awards organizations, and has even been cited as a source in a peer reviewed scientific publication. However, anyone who tries to edit this factual context and footnotes onto my page finds it is quickly removed.

What persists on my page, however, are sources that are supposedly disallowed by Wikipedia’s policies. They include citations by Media Matters, with no disclosure that it’s a partisan blog.

Another entity quoted on my Wikipedia biographical page to disparage my work is the vaccine industry’s Dr. Paul Offit. But there’s no mention of the lawsuits filed against Offit for libel (one prompted him to apologize and correct his book), or the fact that he provided false information about his work and my reporting to the Orange County Register, which later corrected its article. Obviously, these facts would normally make Offit an unreliable source, but for Wikipedia, he’s presented as if an unconflicted expert. In fact, Wikipedia doesn’t even mention that’s Offit is a vaccine industry insider who’s made millions of dollars off of vaccines.

Full story:

On Monday Rep. Doug Collins released the remaining transcripts from the House Judiciary Committee’s investigation into decisions made at the DOJ and FBI to exonerate Hillary Clinton and spy on candidate Donald Trump.

Collins released transcripts on several FBI, DOJ officials including:

Trisha Anderson
William Sweeney
Loretta Lynch
James Kybicki
Andrew McCabe
George Toscas
Jonathan Moffa
John Giacalone
Sally Moyer

https://dougcollins.house.gov/transparency

Trisha Anderson went back to work at Covington & Burling in 2018 [where former AG Eric H. Holder now works].

On Friday Redstate posted explosive segments from FBI Attorney Trisha Anderson’s testimony. The information first appeared in the Washington Examiner.

In her testimony, she alleges that the application process for the FISA warrant was handled in an “unusual” fashion and that numerous Obama era FBI officials were involved at the highest levels in pushing it through.

But Anderson stressed “in this particular case, I’m drawing a distinction because my boss and my boss’ boss had already reviewed and approved this application.” She emphasized “this one was handled a little bit differently in that sense, in that it received very high-level review and approvals — informal, oral approvals — before it ever came to me for signature.”

Normally, a FISA application would go to the legal department first to confirm that it is indeed proper to press forward with. In this case, top officials informally “approved” the application first, signaling to Anderson that her signature was just perfunctory.

Anderson said that FISA approvals are typically “tracked in a linear fashion” and that someone in the Senior Executive Service “is the final approver on hard copy before a FISA goes to the director or deputy director for signature.” She said the Page FISA was approved outside regular procedures.

Full story:
Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson. (May 26, 2019). Clinton email records were found in Obama White House. Full Measure.

Bill Priestap, former assistant director of FBI counterintelligence

It’s been a decade since Hillary Clinton became Secretary of State and used a private server for government business, transmitting sensitive and classified information in the process.

It’s been exactly three years since the Inspector General said Clinton’s actions were improper.

It’s been a couple of years since the FBI under Director James Comey more or less cleared Clinton of criminal prosecution after granting immunity to her top aides, despite the destruction of subpoenaed emails.

So it’s entirely possible you thought the case was closed.

But the conservative watchdog group Judicial Watch has continued its court pursuit to expose secrets surrounding Clinton’s case. The group recently revealed that a senior FBI official admitted, in writing and under oath, that “the FBI found Clinton email records in the Obama White House, specifically, the Executive Office of the President.”

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/2019/05/clinton-email-records-were-found-in-obama-white-house/

---

Email comment by K. Craine:


http://tinyurl.com/y5zrmga7

Email comment by GH:


Barack Obama just got some very bad news. Obama is caught up in a massive billion-dollar fraud that has all the things of a good Hollywood thriller.

Billions of dollars illegally procured, Hollywood stars living off some else’s dime, buying weak politicians - it certainly reminds one of Bill Clinton’s high flying days.

Federal prosecutors just charged a famous rapper with funneling illegal foreign cash into Barack Obama’s campaign.

Who knows what Bill Barr will find when he starts really investigating the Obama years and what happened in 2016, but I would be worried if my name was James Comey.

Now, the reports do not say that Barack Obama was involved, and our campaign finance laws are a joke, so who knows what if anything will happen to the others involved, but after all the Russia nonsense, after two years of ‘Russia illegally funneled money and more to help Trump’ from the media, this sure is ironic.

From Bloomberg: U.S. prosecutors brought additional charges against Jho Low, who stands accused of looting a Malaysian wealth fund, for campaign-finance violations related to President Barack Obama’s 2012 re-election effort.

According to an indictment unsealed Friday in Washington, Low transferred $21.6 million to Pras Michel, a musician and film producer, who spread approximately $865,000 among 20 straw donors. Low was previously charged in the U.S. with conspiring to bribe foreign
officials and launder money. His whereabouts are unknown.

Full story:
https://kagdaily.com/2019/05/barack-obama-caught-up-in-billion-dollar-fraud/

---

K. Craine  May 27, 2019 at 5:06 AM
Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/yyghscal

Spread the truth.

---

K. Craine  May 27, 2019 at 5:09 AM
Email comment by TG:


Five Eyes had organized global spy racketeers before the Japanese had even surrendered on Sep. 02, 1945

Within weeks of this instruction, the OSS/MI-6/CIA had taken over Five Eyes against the express instructions of General Marshall and Admiral King


Full story:
https://aim4truth.org/2019/05/26/five-eyes-and-the-global-spy-racketeers/

---

K. Craine  May 27, 2019 at 5:09 AM
Full storu:
https://tinyurl.com/y6pau9qv

Spread the truth.

---

K. Craine  May 27, 2019 at 5:14 AM
Email comment by BR:


WARNING: URGENT MESSAGE TO THE UK!!! [VIDEO]

Ex-FBI Lawyer says Page FISA Approval was ‘Unusual’

Stefan Halper Payment Shows Ties to DoD and Atlantic Council
Who is your favorite extremely stable genius?

Cannabis and the Secret of Enlightenment

Full stories:
https://aim4truth.org/2019/05/26/cat-report-46/
This is how 99% of the U.S. Justice System stays employed:

“I think [insert NAME] stole the neighbor’s bird feeder, but I have not found enough evidence to convict him, or exonerate him. Bwahahaha.”

(Read: I have no evidence, but I must fabricate lies which I will then be overpaid to investigate.)

K. Craine  May 30, 2019 at 7:27 AM

Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y4s4ote2

Spread the truth.

K. Craine  May 30, 2019 at 2:21 PM

Email comment by TG:

Sir Francis H. Hinsley (along with Sir Stewart G. Menzies & Sir Edward W.H. Travis) led the organization of modern corrupt “deep start” shadow government intelligence worldwide promoting the globalist New World Order promoted by his mentors like Viscount Alfred Milner and Sir John Buchan, both Privy Counselors

Hinsley was Secretary for the US-U.K. post-WWII planning ordered by General Marshall (incl. prohibiting OSS [C.I.A.] involvement, which the British fed intelligence out the backdoor) - (Read: Hinsley & Travis [Britain’s lead negotiator] steered all decisions to enable Privy Council control and manipulation of America’s intelligence)


